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MP (2). The earlier southward IMF intervals
before MESSENGER’s entry into the magneto-
sphere were expected to produce strong ener-
getic particle acceleration, as had been observed
during Mariner 10’s first flyby (2). The lack of
measurable energetic electrons within the mag-
netosphere during MESSENGER’s flyby (Fig.
2) indicates that energetic electrons remained
within the magnetosphere for less than the ~ 4
min between the time when the southward IMF
ended and when MESSENGER entered the
magnetosphere.

MESSENGER observed a well-defined flux
transfer event (FTE) between 18:36:21 and
18:36:25 during its passage through the mag-
netosheath (Fig. 2). FTEs are produced by
localized magnetic reconnection between the
IMF and the planetary magnetic field at the
MP (9). The magnetic field data in Fig. 3A
show that this FTE was indeed preceded by a
brief interval of southward IMF. Its flux rope
topology is apparent, with the helical mag-
netic field surrounding and supporting the
core region indicated by the bipolar By sig-
nature and the strong Bz, respectively. Given a

typical anti-sunward magnetosheath flow speed
of ~300 km s–1 and the ~ 4-s duration of the
event, the size of this FTE is ~1200 km or
~ 0.5 RM. Relative to Mercury’s magnetosphere,
this FTE is ~10 times larger than the size found
at Earth (10). This result supports predictions
that finite gyro-radius effects in Mercury’s
small magnetosphere will lead to relatively
large FTEs (11).

When MESSENGER passed into Mer-
cury’s magnetotail (Fig. 2), there was a rapid
transition to a quieter magnetic field directed
predominantly northward but with a longi-
tude angle near 0°, indicating that the space-
craft entered through the dusk flank of the tail
into the central plasma sheet (12). The dom-
inance of the Bz component over Bx and By

components and the sunward longitude angle
indicate that MESSENGER passed just north
of the center of the cross-tail current sheet
(Fig. 1). The high ratio of thermal to magnetic
pressure typical of this region (12) is evident
from the weakness of the magnetic field
intensity in Mercury’s tail at this point relative
to the adjacent magnetosheath.

Between 18:47 and 18:49, the longitude
angle of the magnetic field rotated from 0°
(i.e., sunward) to near 180° (anti-sunward).
This change indicates that MESSENGER
moved southward through the cross-tail cur-
rent sheet, consistent with its trajectory in Fig. 1.
Around 19:00, the spacecraft altitude fell below
~800 km, and the magnetic field intensity
began to increase quickly as MESSENGER
moved into the region dominated by Mer-
cury’s dipolar planetary magnetic field (5).
The increase in the magnetic field continued
through closest approach and then decreased
until MESSENGER exited the magnetosphere
near the dawn terminator.

Examination of the high-resolution mag-
netic field longitude angle in Fig. 3B shows
one 360° and several 180° rotations of the
magnetic field in the X-Y plane between 18:43
and 18:46. The durations of the rotations ranged
from ~10 to 25 s. Such rotations of the mag-
netic field in Earth's tail near the interface
between the flanks of the plasma sheet and
the magnetosheath are thought to be caused
by vortices driven by the Kelvin-Helmholtz

Fig. 1. Schematic of Mercury's magnetosphere highlighting the features and phenomena observed by MESSENGER, including the planetary ion
boundary layer, large FTEs, flank K-H vortices, and ULF plasma waves.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional schematic diagram of the Earth’s magnetosphere (thin arrows indicate
the direction of the magnetic field and thick arrows show the magnetopause’s current, ring current,
field-aligned current, neutral sheet current, and tail current).

generated in different parts of the magnetosphere (Figure 1). The variability of solar
conditions reflects in the variability of the solar wind, which results in variability of
the current system. In the magnetosphere a natural phenomenon involving electric
discharge, somewhat like a thunderstorm, occurs which is called a magnetospheric
substorm. During substorms the cross-tail current is disrupted and diverted towards
the ionosphere as a field-aligned current. The energy stored in the magnetotail is
converted into plasma heat and bulk flow energy, and it is dumped towards the inner
magnetosphere. Energetic precipitating particles cause enhanced auroral activity.

Relations between atmospheric electricity and both solar activity (Cobb, 1967;
Markson, 1971, 1978; Hays and Roble, 1979; Roble and Hays, 1979; Markson and
Muir, 1980; Roble and Tzur, 1986; Roble, 1991; Tinsley and Heelis, 1993; Rycroft
et al., 2000; Tinsley, 2000) and volcanic activity (Meyerott et al., 1983) have been
reported. Any perturbation in the interplanetary or atmospheric environment causes
a variation in electrical conductivity and hence variation in the current/electric
field system of the atmosphere. The atmospheric electric conductivity depends on
the ionization rate, the recombination rate, and various meteorological and solar
activity conditions. In the ionosphere ionization is caused mainly by the extreme
ultraviolet and X-ray radiation from the Sun. The precipitating energetic charged
particles from the magnetosphere can cause significant ionization, mainly at high
latitudes. The ionization in the lower atmosphere depends on solar activity in the
sense that at a particular height the ion production rate is lower during the sunspot
maximum period than during the sunspot minimum period (Neher, 1967). The
mechanism is not fully understood, but it appears that irregularities and enhance-
ments of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) tend to exclude part of the lower

Mercury’s	magnetosphere
Mercury Earth

[Slavin et	al.,	2008] [Singh	et	al.,	2004]

Characteristics	of	Mercury’s	magnetosphere	:

■ Small	(size:	5%	of	Earth’s	magnetosphere)
- Temporally	(〜1:8),	spatially	(〜1:50)	

■ Different	boundary	condition	(no	thick	ionosphere)
- Extended	thin	atmosphere	(exosphere)	

with	O,	Na,	He,	K,	H,	Ca (heavy	species)	

In	the	case	of	Mercury	:
- Different	coupling	system

(Surface	– Exosphere	–
Magnetosphere	– Solar	wind)

- More	dynamical	plasma	processes	
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Particle	transport	in	the	Hermean magnetosphere
Exosphere	(Na	population)

[Potter	and	Killen,	2008]

Source	processes

atom	(high	energy)

Ionized	exospheric	
neutrals	transported
via	the	magnetic	field

atom	(low	energy)

Ion	sputtering

Photon-stimulated	desorption
Thermal	evaporation

Meteoroid	vaporization

Observations of the sodium tail of Mercury 5

Fig. 3. This figure shows the distribution of sodium emission over the sunlit
surface of Mercury on October 3, 4, and 5, 2003 as observed using the tip-tilt
stabilization system described by Potter et al. (2006b). There is excess sodium
emission in the northern hemisphere that persists from one day to the next.
The purpose of displaying this image is to show how the uneven distribution of
sodium in the tail seen in Fig. 2 might have come about, and to show that the
uneven distribution can persist for several days. It would seem likely that the
sodium tail on October 3, 4, and 5 would have shown similar excess sodium in
the northern part of the tail as the result of excess sodium on the sunlit hemi-
sphere of the planet.

shown in Fig. 4, where the velocity is plotted against distance
down the tail. The tail velocities previously reported by Potter
et al. (2002) for the evening of May 25, 2001 (local Kitt Peak
time), are also plotted in Fig. 4, where fair agreement is seen
between the two data sets. The radiation acceleration on that
date was 140 cm/s2, not much different from radiation accel-
eration on December 19, 2005 (146.3 cm/s2). The theoretical
down-tail velocities are also plotted. As before, the observed
velocities are less than the predicted values, with the difference
decreasing with distance down the tail. At around 40,000 km
downstream the observed and predicted velocities approach one
another.

There are several possibilities for the difference between the
observed and predicted velocities. Close to the planet, scat-
tered light from bright sodium emission in the exosphere can
dominate the emission, leading to the observation of sodium ve-
locities relative to Mercury that are too low. Another possibility
is that the difference close to the planet could have resulted from
the emission of sodium atoms from Mercury in the upstream di-
rection. Some time must elapse before the sodium atoms receive
enough solar radiation acceleration to start them in the antisun-
ward direction, and this might result in the appearance of low-
velocity sodium in the near-downstream region. The shadow of
Mercury may also provide a source of low-velocity sodium. It is
reasonable to expect that some sodium atoms will be projected
from the planet into the shadowed part of the tail. These atoms
will not be accelerated by solar radiation, but will be seen later
when they diffuse out of the shadow. The sodium atoms in the

Fig. 4. The velocity of sodium atoms in the tail relative to Mercury was mea-
sured on December 19, 2005. At this time, the phase angle was 55.3◦, so that
the tail was viewed at an angle, making it possible to observe the Doppler shift
of sodium emission at various distances down the tail. The velocities shown
in the figure have been corrected for the angle of view, and represent the true
downstream velocities in the tail. Also shown are velocities from the evening
of 25 May, 2001 (local time at Kitt Peak) as reported previously by Potter et al.
(2002), as well as the theoretical velocity profile calculated assuming that the
sodium atoms are exposed to solar acceleration immediately after release from
the planet. A least-squares linear fit to the data is also plotted. This fit was used
in later calculations to estimate the column densities in the tail.

tail follow a curved path as the result of conservation of angular
momentum, causing atoms in sunlight to move into the shadow,
and atoms in shadow to move into sunlight. This is a small ef-
fect in the range of distances observed in this work. In addition,
since the Sun is not a point source, greater and greater portions
of the central core of the tail are illuminated by sunlight fur-
ther down the tail. The result of these effects is an infusion of
slower velocity atoms from the shadowed region into the visi-
ble tail, so that the net velocity is less than would be predicted
if all the sodium atoms were exposed to sunlight immediately
after injection into the tail. This effect might explain the rela-
tively low velocities far down the tail. Trajectories of sodium
atoms shown as a function of ejection velocity in the simula-
tions of Smyth and Marconi (1995), Fig. 6, illustrate this effect.
Detailed theoretical analyses are required to clarify the relative
importance of the various causes of the shadow effect.

In order to calculate column densities from the tail emission
intensities shown in Fig. 2, the atom velocities must be known
for each date of observation. The theoretical velocities for each
of the observation dates are plotted in Fig. 5, where it is seen
that all except for June 16, 2006, the velocities are similar to
within a few percent. Consequently, we felt that it would be rea-
sonable to use the observed velocities from December 19, 2005
for the June 11 and 12 observations. For the June 16, 2006 ob-
servations, the December 19 velocities were reduced by 10%.
The tail cross-section data from December 18, 2005 was ana-
lyzed to yield observed velocities for that date, since the tail
was at a phase angle of 57.7◦, a sufficient angle to determine
the Doppler shift of the sodium emission lines.

Magnetosphere	(Na+ population)

[Zurbuchen et	al.,	2011]

Anti-sunward

1726 D. C. Delcourt et al.: A quantitative model of the planetary Na+ contribution

Fig. 2. Model Na+ trajectories. Left panels show the trajectory projections (top) in the noon-midnight meridian plane and (bottom) in the
equatorial plane. Right panels show (top) the particle kinetic energy and (bottom) the magnetic moment (normalized to the initial value)
versus time. The ions are launched from the planet’s surface at different latitudes (color-coded in blue, green, and red) in the dayside sector.
Filled circles in the left panels show the time of flight in steps of one minute.

noon meridian. The left-hand panels of Fig. 2 present the
Na+ trajectory projections, the dots showing the time of
flight in steps of one minute. It is apparent that the ions are
rapidly (in a few minutes) transported from the high-latitude
dayside sector into the near-tail. Subsequently, it can be seen
that these ions experience a fast Z-oscillation about the mid-
plane. Whereas the test ion launched from the lowest latitude
(blue trajectory) rapidly intercepts the dusk magnetopause
because of its large Larmor radius, the innermost Na+ ion
(red trajectory) displays a relatively weak change in mag-
netic moment after crossing the midplane (bottom right panel
of Fig. 2) and returns to the strong B region at low altitudes,
ultimately impacting the planet’s surface. Further analysis of
this latter orbit reveals that it approximately coincides with
the second energy resonance, with  ⇡ 0.3 (see, e.g. the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 1). Finally, the trajectory shown in green in
Fig. 2 depicts an intermediate situation, where the ion expe-
riences a magnetic moment increase, mirrors at low altitude
and subsequently intercepts the dayside magnetopause.

In the top right panel of Fig. 2, which shows the varia-
tions of the ion kinetic energy as a function of time, two
main features may be noticed. First, it is apparent that sub-
stantial energization from a few eV up to a few hundreds
of eV occurs during transport into the magnetospheric lobe.
This follows from the centrifugal acceleration due to curva-
ture of the E ⇥ B drift path as the particle convects over
the polar cap (e.g. Cladis, 1986). At Mercury, this effect is

enhanced because of the small spatial scales of the magneto-
sphere (Delcourt et al., 2002). Equivalently, the smaller the
magnetospheric obstacle to the expanding solar wind is, the
larger the centrifugal effect during convection from high to
low latitudes. Second, as mentioned above, the meandering
sequence about the midplane and the large duskward drift
that goes with it yield prominent ion energization up to sev-
eral keV. In other words, the ions that reimpact the planet
or reach the magnetopause are far more energetic than at
ejection into the magnetosphere. These large energy gains,
together with the small spatial scale of the magnetosphere,
make finite Larmor radius effects of paramount importance
at Mercury. As a matter of fact, it will be seen in the fol-
lowing that most of the Na+ ions that travel beyond ⇠3RM

cannot gain access to the innermost region and are lost at the
magnetopause.

3 Quantitative modeling of Na+ contribution to the
magnetosphere

To investigate the planetary Na+ ion contribution to Mer-
cury’s magnetosphere, we performed systematic test parti-
cle trajectory computations, using as initial conditions Monte
Carlo simulations of Mercury’s exosphere. Different pro-
cesses of Na production were considered in these latter
simulations, namely photo-stimulated desorption and micro-
meteoritic vaporization. Sputtering due to the impinging

Ions	move	toward
the	dusk

Dusk	(18LT)

Dawn	(6LT)

[Delcourt et	al.,	2003]
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Non-adiabatic	energization	(1/2)

auroral break-up at Earth, the magnitude of these flashes
being controlled by the particle energy flux.

3. Nonadiabatic ion heating during dipolarization

Unlike electrons that have small cyclotron periods, one
may expect ions to be subjected to temporal nonadiaba-
ticity during dipolarization because of cyclotron periods
comparable to or larger than the field variation time scale,
tB. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 that shows an example of Hþ

trajectories during a model dipolarization. The test protons
were here launched with 10 eV energy and 301 pitch angle
from symmetrical positions about the equator. It can be
seen in the top panel of Fig. 2 that, regardless of their
initial position, the Hþ are focused toward the midplane as
a result of an impulsive equatorward oriented E" B drift.
In the late stage of dipolarization, this E" B drift weakens
and the test protons escape toward higher latitudes. The
bottom panels of Fig. 2 show that the Hþ are subjected to
similar electric field variations as they are temporarily
confined to the equatorial vicinity. Also it is apparent that,
under the effect of the surging induced electric field, the ion
magnetic moment is not conserved and actually increases
by more than two orders of magnitude during the first half
of the collapse. During this sequence, the test Hþ

experiences a net energy gain of several keVs. Subse-
quently, as the ions travel away from the equator in a
region of stronger magnetic field (equivalently, smaller
cyclotron periods with respect to the field variation time
scale) and smaller field line curvature, the motion turns

adiabatic (nearly constant magnetic moment) with negli-
gible energization. As pointed out in Delcourt (2002) (see,
e.g., Fig. 4 of that study), the amount of nonadiabatic
heating achieved here directly depends upon injection
depth in the magnetotail as well as upon the dipolarization
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the	particle	magnetic	moment
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𝝁 conserved conserved	or	not	?

auroral break-up at Earth, the magnitude of these flashes
being controlled by the particle energy flux.

3. Nonadiabatic ion heating during dipolarization

Unlike electrons that have small cyclotron periods, one
may expect ions to be subjected to temporal nonadiaba-
ticity during dipolarization because of cyclotron periods
comparable to or larger than the field variation time scale,
tB. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 that shows an example of Hþ

trajectories during a model dipolarization. The test protons
were here launched with 10 eV energy and 301 pitch angle
from symmetrical positions about the equator. It can be
seen in the top panel of Fig. 2 that, regardless of their
initial position, the Hþ are focused toward the midplane as
a result of an impulsive equatorward oriented E" B drift.
In the late stage of dipolarization, this E" B drift weakens
and the test protons escape toward higher latitudes. The
bottom panels of Fig. 2 show that the Hþ are subjected to
similar electric field variations as they are temporarily
confined to the equatorial vicinity. Also it is apparent that,
under the effect of the surging induced electric field, the ion
magnetic moment is not conserved and actually increases
by more than two orders of magnitude during the first half
of the collapse. During this sequence, the test Hþ

experiences a net energy gain of several keVs. Subse-
quently, as the ions travel away from the equator in a
region of stronger magnetic field (equivalently, smaller
cyclotron periods with respect to the field variation time
scale) and smaller field line curvature, the motion turns

adiabatic (nearly constant magnetic moment) with negli-
gible energization. As pointed out in Delcourt (2002) (see,
e.g., Fig. 4 of that study), the amount of nonadiabatic
heating achieved here directly depends upon injection
depth in the magnetotail as well as upon the dipolarization
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Dipolarization

auroral break-up at Earth, the magnitude of these flashes
being controlled by the particle energy flux.

3. Nonadiabatic ion heating during dipolarization

Unlike electrons that have small cyclotron periods, one
may expect ions to be subjected to temporal nonadiaba-
ticity during dipolarization because of cyclotron periods
comparable to or larger than the field variation time scale,
tB. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 that shows an example of Hþ

trajectories during a model dipolarization. The test protons
were here launched with 10 eV energy and 301 pitch angle
from symmetrical positions about the equator. It can be
seen in the top panel of Fig. 2 that, regardless of their
initial position, the Hþ are focused toward the midplane as
a result of an impulsive equatorward oriented E" B drift.
In the late stage of dipolarization, this E" B drift weakens
and the test protons escape toward higher latitudes. The
bottom panels of Fig. 2 show that the Hþ are subjected to
similar electric field variations as they are temporarily
confined to the equatorial vicinity. Also it is apparent that,
under the effect of the surging induced electric field, the ion
magnetic moment is not conserved and actually increases
by more than two orders of magnitude during the first half
of the collapse. During this sequence, the test Hþ

experiences a net energy gain of several keVs. Subse-
quently, as the ions travel away from the equator in a
region of stronger magnetic field (equivalently, smaller
cyclotron periods with respect to the field variation time
scale) and smaller field line curvature, the motion turns

adiabatic (nearly constant magnetic moment) with negli-
gible energization. As pointed out in Delcourt (2002) (see,
e.g., Fig. 4 of that study), the amount of nonadiabatic
heating achieved here directly depends upon injection
depth in the magnetotail as well as upon the dipolarization
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Large	energy	gain
10	eV	→ ~ 5	keV

[Delcourt et	al.,	2007]

𝝁/
𝝁 𝟎

Speiser [1965]
Chen	and	Palmadesso [1986]
Büchner and	Zelenyi [1989]
Delcourt and	Martin	[1994]	

Previous	studies	:
(magnetotail region)	
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orbit close open /	closed

𝝁 conserved conserved	or	not	?

Non-adiabatic	energization	(2/2)
Non-adiabatic	energized	ions	:
◼	Escape	from	the	magnetosphere	(loss)
◼	Sputter	the	surface	(produce	neutrals)

D. C. Delcourt et al.: A quantitative model of the planetary Na+ contribution 1731

Fig. 8. Characteristics of precipitating Na+ ions at (left) perihelion and (right) aphelion. The panels from top to bottom show the color-coded
ion flux, average energy, and residence time in the magnetosphere.

latitudes in the pre-dawn sector and high-energy ones at
lower latitudes in the nightside sector (see e.g. Fig. 4 of that
study). The non-adiabatic behavior of heavy ions in the near-
tail is of paramount importance in this context. Indeed, sev-
eral studies dedicated to analysis of particle dynamics in a
field reversal when  is of the order of unity (e.g. Sergeev et
al., 1983; Zelenyi et al., 1990; Delcourt et al., 1996) demon-
strated that this regime is characterized by chaotic pitch-
angle scattering, which leads to prominent injections into the
loss cone and subsequent precipitation. At Earth, Sergeev et
al. (1993) identified the equatorward boundary (referred to
as the “isotropic boundary”) of this latter precipitation as the
downstream image of the inward limit of nonadiabatic mo-
tion in the inner plasma sheet. Knowledge of this auroral
boundary then allows for remote sensing of the magnetotail
magnetic field. On the other hand, for  < 1, quasi-adiabatic
(Speiser-type) behavior, which is characterized by negligi-
ble magnetic moment change, becomes possible, so that ions
originating from low altitudes (i.e. the strong B region) can
travel back to such altitudes after interaction with the magne-
totail current sheet. Be it via chaotic pitch angle scattering or
resonant interaction with the neutral sheet, we expect a sig-
nificant flux of downflowing Na+ at Mercury, since one has
 < 3 throughout most of the magnetotail (Fig. 1). On the

other hand, because of the large Na+ Larmor radii and con-
sequent ion loss at the dusk magnetopause beyond ⇠3RM

(Fig. 2), we expect the downflowing ion flux to be limited in
latitudinal extent.
The results of the trajectory computations confirm these

expectations, as illustrated in Fig. 8. In this figure, the color-
coded Na+ flux, average energy and time of flight at impact
onto the planet’s surface are shown as a function of both lon-
gitude and latitude, at perihelion (left) and at aphelion (right).
A striking feature in Fig. 8 is the existence of two bands of
Na+ impacts at mid-latitudes. These bands are obtained at
nearly all longitudes, with the exception of the cusp region in
the frontside sector. Because identical upflows were consid-
ered in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, these bands
also are symmetrical about the equator. They extend over
10�–20� near 30� latitude in the midnight sector and occur at
gradually higher latitudes as one progresses toward the day-
side sector. Downflowing ions in these bands have energies
in the keV range (center panels of Fig. 8). Their flux is of the
order of 106 cm�2 s�1 at perihelion, and smaller by about
one order of magnitude at aphelion. In the bottom panels of
Fig. 8, note the mean residence times in the magnetosphere,
which are of the order of 4 to 6min.
Figure 8 also exhibits significant impacts of low-energy
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Fig. 8. Characteristics of precipitating Na+ ions at (left) perihelion and (right) aphelion. The panels from top to bottom show the color-coded
ion flux, average energy, and residence time in the magnetosphere.

latitudes in the pre-dawn sector and high-energy ones at
lower latitudes in the nightside sector (see e.g. Fig. 4 of that
study). The non-adiabatic behavior of heavy ions in the near-
tail is of paramount importance in this context. Indeed, sev-
eral studies dedicated to analysis of particle dynamics in a
field reversal when  is of the order of unity (e.g. Sergeev et
al., 1983; Zelenyi et al., 1990; Delcourt et al., 1996) demon-
strated that this regime is characterized by chaotic pitch-
angle scattering, which leads to prominent injections into the
loss cone and subsequent precipitation. At Earth, Sergeev et
al. (1993) identified the equatorward boundary (referred to
as the “isotropic boundary”) of this latter precipitation as the
downstream image of the inward limit of nonadiabatic mo-
tion in the inner plasma sheet. Knowledge of this auroral
boundary then allows for remote sensing of the magnetotail
magnetic field. On the other hand, for  < 1, quasi-adiabatic
(Speiser-type) behavior, which is characterized by negligi-
ble magnetic moment change, becomes possible, so that ions
originating from low altitudes (i.e. the strong B region) can
travel back to such altitudes after interaction with the magne-
totail current sheet. Be it via chaotic pitch angle scattering or
resonant interaction with the neutral sheet, we expect a sig-
nificant flux of downflowing Na+ at Mercury, since one has
 < 3 throughout most of the magnetotail (Fig. 1). On the

other hand, because of the large Na+ Larmor radii and con-
sequent ion loss at the dusk magnetopause beyond ⇠3RM

(Fig. 2), we expect the downflowing ion flux to be limited in
latitudinal extent.
The results of the trajectory computations confirm these

expectations, as illustrated in Fig. 8. In this figure, the color-
coded Na+ flux, average energy and time of flight at impact
onto the planet’s surface are shown as a function of both lon-
gitude and latitude, at perihelion (left) and at aphelion (right).
A striking feature in Fig. 8 is the existence of two bands of
Na+ impacts at mid-latitudes. These bands are obtained at
nearly all longitudes, with the exception of the cusp region in
the frontside sector. Because identical upflows were consid-
ered in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, these bands
also are symmetrical about the equator. They extend over
10�–20� near 30� latitude in the midnight sector and occur at
gradually higher latitudes as one progresses toward the day-
side sector. Downflowing ions in these bands have energies
in the keV range (center panels of Fig. 8). Their flux is of the
order of 106 cm�2 s�1 at perihelion, and smaller by about
one order of magnitude at aphelion. In the bottom panels of
Fig. 8, note the mean residence times in the magnetosphere,
which are of the order of 4 to 6min.
Figure 8 also exhibits significant impacts of low-energy
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Fig. 11. Flux of sodium atoms due to Na+ ions precipitating from the magnetosphere at perihelion (left panels of Fig. 8). The neutral atom
flux is shown in three different energy ranges: (from top to bottom) 0–10 eV, 10–100 eV, 100 eV–1 keV.

this non-adiabatic circulation is a quite substantial filling (up
to a few tenths cm�3 at perihelion) of the inner tail and a thin
sheet of energetic Na+ ions at larger distances. Due to a less
dense exosphere, the density contributed by planetary ions
is found to be smaller at aphelion. Also, the non-adiabatic

motion of ions in the magnetotail is responsible for a nar-
row band of energetic precipitation in each hemisphere at the
planet’s surface. These bands, which extend over several de-
grees in latitude and a wide range of longitude, likely lead
to additional sputtering of planetary material. The poleward

[Delcourt et	al.,	2003]

Na+ precipitation

Flux	of	Na	atoms	due	to	the	ion	precipitating
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Fig. 8. Characteristics of precipitating Na+ ions at (left) perihelion and (right) aphelion. The panels from top to bottom show the color-coded
ion flux, average energy, and residence time in the magnetosphere.

latitudes in the pre-dawn sector and high-energy ones at
lower latitudes in the nightside sector (see e.g. Fig. 4 of that
study). The non-adiabatic behavior of heavy ions in the near-
tail is of paramount importance in this context. Indeed, sev-
eral studies dedicated to analysis of particle dynamics in a
field reversal when  is of the order of unity (e.g. Sergeev et
al., 1983; Zelenyi et al., 1990; Delcourt et al., 1996) demon-
strated that this regime is characterized by chaotic pitch-
angle scattering, which leads to prominent injections into the
loss cone and subsequent precipitation. At Earth, Sergeev et
al. (1993) identified the equatorward boundary (referred to
as the “isotropic boundary”) of this latter precipitation as the
downstream image of the inward limit of nonadiabatic mo-
tion in the inner plasma sheet. Knowledge of this auroral
boundary then allows for remote sensing of the magnetotail
magnetic field. On the other hand, for  < 1, quasi-adiabatic
(Speiser-type) behavior, which is characterized by negligi-
ble magnetic moment change, becomes possible, so that ions
originating from low altitudes (i.e. the strong B region) can
travel back to such altitudes after interaction with the magne-
totail current sheet. Be it via chaotic pitch angle scattering or
resonant interaction with the neutral sheet, we expect a sig-
nificant flux of downflowing Na+ at Mercury, since one has
 < 3 throughout most of the magnetotail (Fig. 1). On the

other hand, because of the large Na+ Larmor radii and con-
sequent ion loss at the dusk magnetopause beyond ⇠3RM

(Fig. 2), we expect the downflowing ion flux to be limited in
latitudinal extent.
The results of the trajectory computations confirm these

expectations, as illustrated in Fig. 8. In this figure, the color-
coded Na+ flux, average energy and time of flight at impact
onto the planet’s surface are shown as a function of both lon-
gitude and latitude, at perihelion (left) and at aphelion (right).
A striking feature in Fig. 8 is the existence of two bands of
Na+ impacts at mid-latitudes. These bands are obtained at
nearly all longitudes, with the exception of the cusp region in
the frontside sector. Because identical upflows were consid-
ered in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, these bands
also are symmetrical about the equator. They extend over
10�–20� near 30� latitude in the midnight sector and occur at
gradually higher latitudes as one progresses toward the day-
side sector. Downflowing ions in these bands have energies
in the keV range (center panels of Fig. 8). Their flux is of the
order of 106 cm�2 s�1 at perihelion, and smaller by about
one order of magnitude at aphelion. In the bottom panels of
Fig. 8, note the mean residence times in the magnetosphere,
which are of the order of 4 to 6min.
Figure 8 also exhibits significant impacts of low-energy

ions	with	10	-100	eV

Non-adiabatic	energization	and	transport
contribute	to	the	Hermean environment	!

Adiabatic
(tfield >>	τgyro)

Non-adiabatic
(tfield ≤ τgyro)

B

µ =
1
2mv)

*

B

Key	parameter	:	
the	magnetic	moment	of	particle	
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Kelvin-Helmholtz	(KH)	observations	around	Mercury	

MP (2). The earlier southward IMF intervals
before MESSENGER’s entry into the magneto-
sphere were expected to produce strong ener-
getic particle acceleration, as had been observed
during Mariner 10’s first flyby (2). The lack of
measurable energetic electrons within the mag-
netosphere during MESSENGER’s flyby (Fig.
2) indicates that energetic electrons remained
within the magnetosphere for less than the ~ 4
min between the time when the southward IMF
ended and when MESSENGER entered the
magnetosphere.

MESSENGER observed a well-defined flux
transfer event (FTE) between 18:36:21 and
18:36:25 during its passage through the mag-
netosheath (Fig. 2). FTEs are produced by
localized magnetic reconnection between the
IMF and the planetary magnetic field at the
MP (9). The magnetic field data in Fig. 3A
show that this FTE was indeed preceded by a
brief interval of southward IMF. Its flux rope
topology is apparent, with the helical mag-
netic field surrounding and supporting the
core region indicated by the bipolar By sig-
nature and the strong Bz, respectively. Given a

typical anti-sunward magnetosheath flow speed
of ~300 km s–1 and the ~ 4-s duration of the
event, the size of this FTE is ~1200 km or
~ 0.5 RM. Relative to Mercury’s magnetosphere,
this FTE is ~10 times larger than the size found
at Earth (10). This result supports predictions
that finite gyro-radius effects in Mercury’s
small magnetosphere will lead to relatively
large FTEs (11).

When MESSENGER passed into Mer-
cury’s magnetotail (Fig. 2), there was a rapid
transition to a quieter magnetic field directed
predominantly northward but with a longi-
tude angle near 0°, indicating that the space-
craft entered through the dusk flank of the tail
into the central plasma sheet (12). The dom-
inance of the Bz component over Bx and By

components and the sunward longitude angle
indicate that MESSENGER passed just north
of the center of the cross-tail current sheet
(Fig. 1). The high ratio of thermal to magnetic
pressure typical of this region (12) is evident
from the weakness of the magnetic field
intensity in Mercury’s tail at this point relative
to the adjacent magnetosheath.

Between 18:47 and 18:49, the longitude
angle of the magnetic field rotated from 0°
(i.e., sunward) to near 180° (anti-sunward).
This change indicates that MESSENGER
moved southward through the cross-tail cur-
rent sheet, consistent with its trajectory in Fig. 1.
Around 19:00, the spacecraft altitude fell below
~800 km, and the magnetic field intensity
began to increase quickly as MESSENGER
moved into the region dominated by Mer-
cury’s dipolar planetary magnetic field (5).
The increase in the magnetic field continued
through closest approach and then decreased
until MESSENGER exited the magnetosphere
near the dawn terminator.

Examination of the high-resolution mag-
netic field longitude angle in Fig. 3B shows
one 360° and several 180° rotations of the
magnetic field in the X-Y plane between 18:43
and 18:46. The durations of the rotations ranged
from ~10 to 25 s. Such rotations of the mag-
netic field in Earth's tail near the interface
between the flanks of the plasma sheet and
the magnetosheath are thought to be caused
by vortices driven by the Kelvin-Helmholtz

Fig. 1. Schematic of Mercury's magnetosphere highlighting the features and phenomena observed by MESSENGER, including the planetary ion
boundary layer, large FTEs, flank K-H vortices, and ULF plasma waves.
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[Slavin et	al.,	2008]

[Sundberg et	al.,	2012]

KH	instability	
development

successive	irruptions	of	H+

successive	rotations	of	B

MESSENGER	15	May	2011

λ	~	1.5	R5

~
	6
00
	𝑘
𝑚 Na+:	1	keV

~	𝟒𝟎𝟎	𝐤𝐦

Non-adiabatic	motion	can	be	expected
[Rothwell	et	al.,	1984]

Questions	:
- How	are	ions	affected	by	the	electric	field		
from	the	KH	development	?
- How	are	magnetospheric ions	transported	
by	KH	vortices?	

Velocity	mapB
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Modeling	approach

KH	fields	:	MHD	simulation	(Treated	as	a	fluid)
+		Ion	behavior	:	Test	particle	tracing	technique	(Tracing	individual	ions)
[e.g.,	Large-Scale	Kinetics	by	Ashour-Abdalla et	al.,	1994]

B

MHD	(background	:	proton	dominant) Test	particle	tracing

𝑚
𝑑𝒗(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

= q(𝑬 r, t + 𝒗 t ×𝑩 𝑟, 𝑡 )
- Magnetic	field
- Electric	field	(𝑬 = −𝑽×𝑩)

x/
R
M

y/RM

Na+
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General	features	of	ion	dynamics

Particles	with	initial
energies	~	ℇ𝑬×𝑩	
may	lose	energy

Particles	with
initial	energies	< ℇ𝑬×𝑩
are	energized	up	to	~ ℇ𝑬×𝑩

No	energy	gain
Group	1

Group	2

Group	3

(before	E-burst)

(a
ft
er
	E
-b
ur
st
)

[Aizawa et	al.,	2018]
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●Non-adiabatic	energization	occurs	
due	to	the	electric	field	variation	(E-burst)

●Energization	is	controlled	by	the	field:
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Electric	field

Overview	of	Na+ behavior	in	realistic	configurations

magnetosheath

magnetosphere

magnetosheath

magnetosphere

Gray	:	number	density	of	background	proton

【Northward	IMF	case】

MSH

MSP

MSP

MSH

BS:	Bow	Shock
MP:	Magnetopause

MSH:	Magnetosheath
MSP:	Magnetosphere
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Na+ behavior	[Northward	IMF]

injection

vortex	formed

Acceleration	:	Dawn	>	Dusk
Transport	:	Seen	in	Dawnside only

magnetosheath

magnetosheath

Transport

Transport

Surface

Surface

Gray	:	number	density	of	background	proton
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Role	of	magnetosheath
electric	field	orientation	:	
Acceleration

Ions	of	planetary	origin	(H+,	H2
+,	O+,	Na+,	K+)

Solar	wind	plasma	(H+,	He++ in	magnetosheath)

Picked	up	in			
- Magnetosphere	:	all	ions	are	accelerated
- Magnetosheath :	lighter	ions	are	accelerated

Fewer	ions	are	accelerated

Ac
ce
le
ra
tio

n

< <<
3rd

Lowest 2nd

👑Highest
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Role	of	magnetosheath
electric	field	orientation	:	
Transport

● Northward	IMF
- Dawnside :	All	ions	move	towards	magnetosheath
- Duskside :	Ions	stagnate	in	magnetosphere

● Southward	IMF
Ions	can	cross	the	magnetopause

Penetrate	into	the	magnetosphere
(MHD-like	behavior) Tr

an
sp
or
t

Ions	of	planetary	origin	(H+,	H2
+,	O+,	Na+,	K+)

Solar	wind	plasma	(H+,	He++ in	magnetosheath)
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Does	MESSENGER	show	similar	features	?

MP (2). The earlier southward IMF intervals
before MESSENGER’s entry into the magneto-
sphere were expected to produce strong ener-
getic particle acceleration, as had been observed
during Mariner 10’s first flyby (2). The lack of
measurable energetic electrons within the mag-
netosphere during MESSENGER’s flyby (Fig.
2) indicates that energetic electrons remained
within the magnetosphere for less than the ~ 4
min between the time when the southward IMF
ended and when MESSENGER entered the
magnetosphere.

MESSENGER observed a well-defined flux
transfer event (FTE) between 18:36:21 and
18:36:25 during its passage through the mag-
netosheath (Fig. 2). FTEs are produced by
localized magnetic reconnection between the
IMF and the planetary magnetic field at the
MP (9). The magnetic field data in Fig. 3A
show that this FTE was indeed preceded by a
brief interval of southward IMF. Its flux rope
topology is apparent, with the helical mag-
netic field surrounding and supporting the
core region indicated by the bipolar By sig-
nature and the strong Bz, respectively. Given a

typical anti-sunward magnetosheath flow speed
of ~300 km s–1 and the ~ 4-s duration of the
event, the size of this FTE is ~1200 km or
~ 0.5 RM. Relative to Mercury’s magnetosphere,
this FTE is ~10 times larger than the size found
at Earth (10). This result supports predictions
that finite gyro-radius effects in Mercury’s
small magnetosphere will lead to relatively
large FTEs (11).

When MESSENGER passed into Mer-
cury’s magnetotail (Fig. 2), there was a rapid
transition to a quieter magnetic field directed
predominantly northward but with a longi-
tude angle near 0°, indicating that the space-
craft entered through the dusk flank of the tail
into the central plasma sheet (12). The dom-
inance of the Bz component over Bx and By

components and the sunward longitude angle
indicate that MESSENGER passed just north
of the center of the cross-tail current sheet
(Fig. 1). The high ratio of thermal to magnetic
pressure typical of this region (12) is evident
from the weakness of the magnetic field
intensity in Mercury’s tail at this point relative
to the adjacent magnetosheath.

Between 18:47 and 18:49, the longitude
angle of the magnetic field rotated from 0°
(i.e., sunward) to near 180° (anti-sunward).
This change indicates that MESSENGER
moved southward through the cross-tail cur-
rent sheet, consistent with its trajectory in Fig. 1.
Around 19:00, the spacecraft altitude fell below
~800 km, and the magnetic field intensity
began to increase quickly as MESSENGER
moved into the region dominated by Mer-
cury’s dipolar planetary magnetic field (5).
The increase in the magnetic field continued
through closest approach and then decreased
until MESSENGER exited the magnetosphere
near the dawn terminator.

Examination of the high-resolution mag-
netic field longitude angle in Fig. 3B shows
one 360° and several 180° rotations of the
magnetic field in the X-Y plane between 18:43
and 18:46. The durations of the rotations ranged
from ~10 to 25 s. Such rotations of the mag-
netic field in Earth's tail near the interface
between the flanks of the plasma sheet and
the magnetosheath are thought to be caused
by vortices driven by the Kelvin-Helmholtz

Fig. 1. Schematic of Mercury's magnetosphere highlighting the features and phenomena observed by MESSENGER, including the planetary ion
boundary layer, large FTEs, flank K-H vortices, and ULF plasma waves.
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KH	instability	
development

Transport
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Na+ PSD	behavior (statistical	study)

MSH	&	KH	region	:
No	difference	in	PSD	behavior
Larger	Na+ counts	in	presence	of	KH	vortices

MSP	region	:
>	2	keV :	PSD	behavior	shows	“Deceleration”	in	KH	case
<	2	keV :	Small	acceleration	and	larger	Na+ counts	in	KH	case

Deceleration

2	keV/e

Magnetosheath (MSH) KH Magnetosphere	(MSP)
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Na+ PSD	behavior (statistical	study)

Deceleration

2	keV/e

Magnetosphere	(MSP)

Particles	with	initial
energies	~	ℇ𝑬×𝑩	
may	lose	energy

Particles	with
initial	energies	< ℇ𝑬×𝑩
are	energized	up	to	~ ℇ𝑬×𝑩

No	energy	gain
Group	1

Group	2

Group	3

(before	E-burst)

(a
ft
er
	E
-b
ur
st
)

Energy	[keV/e]
N
or
m
al
ize

d	
PS
D

Estimated	ℇ𝑬×𝑩 by	SW
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Summary
■ Non-adiabatic	energization	is	caused	by	the	electric	field	variation	generated	from	KH	development.	
Energization	occurs	systematically.

■ Transport	of	planetary	ions	is	controlled	by	the	electric	field	in	the	magnetosheath region
- Duskside :	stagnation	

→ FIPS/MESSENGER	counts	of	Na-group	increase	in	the	presence	of	KH	vortices
- Dawnside :	Lower	ion	density	(northward	IMF)	

■ Ions	are	decelerated	in	dusk-night	magnetopause	by	KH	vortices.

■ No	significant	differences	in	PSD	behavior	for	ion	acceleration.	
⟹ Limited	Field	of	View	and	energy	range
→ future	BepiColombo observations!
- Energy	range	(MSA	+	MIA/MIO)	:		a	few	eV/q	to	~35	keV/q

FIPS	:	100eV/q	– 13keV/q
- Three-dimensional	information

High	energy	ions	
incoming	from	the	tail	

→ Decelerated
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ESA/JAXA	BepiColombo mission

REPORT

MESSENGER Observations of the
Composition of Mercury’s Ionized
Exosphere and Plasma Environment
Thomas H. Zurbuchen,1* Jim M. Raines,1 George Gloeckler,1 Stamatios M. Krimigis,2,3
James A. Slavin,4 Patrick L. Koehn,5 Rosemary M. Killen,6 Ann L. Sprague,7
Ralph L. McNutt Jr.,2 Sean C. Solomon8

The region around Mercury is filled with ions that originate from interactions of the solar wind
with Mercury’s space environment and through ionization of its exosphere. The MESSENGER
spacecraft’s observations of Mercury’s ionized exosphere during its first flyby yielded Na+, O+,
and K+ abundances, consistent with expectations from observations of neutral species. There
are increases in ions at a mass per charge (m/q) = 32 to 35, which we interpret to be S+ and H2S

+,
with (S+ + H2S

+)/(Na+ + Mg+) = 0.67 ± 0.06, and from water-group ions around m/q = 18, at an
abundance of 0.20 ± 0.03 relative to Na+ plus Mg+. The fluxes of Na+, O+, and heavier ions
are largest near the planet, but these Mercury-derived ions fill the magnetosphere. Doubly ionized
ions originating from Mercury imply that electrons with energies less than 1 kiloelectron volt
are substantially energized in Mercury’s magnetosphere.

Since the discovery of Mercury’s inter-
nal magnetic field during the Mariner
10 flyby encounters in 1974–1975 (1),

there has been speculation about the nature
of the interactions of the solar wind and electro-
magnetic fields with Mercury’s surface and
near-planetary exosphere (2). These interac-
tions were surmised from remote measurements
of the neutral exosphere (3) because Mariner
10 did not provide any direct observations of
the ionized component or characterize Mer-
cury's ion plasma environment. Because of
the comparatively small size of Mercury’s mag-
netic field, its tenuous atmosphere, and its close
proximity to the Sun, Mercury’s surface is sub-
ject to more direct space-weathering interac-
tions than are those of other terrestrial planets.
In addition to ejecting neutral particles that form
Mercury’s exosphere, surface-sputtering inter-
actions can lead directly to ionized components.
Such newly formed ions can also originate in
the exosphere through ionization. In either

case, these ions are created approximately at rest
near the planet and then undergo energization
by electromagnetic processes that dominate Mer-
cury’s space environment. The MESSENGER
spacecraft measured a mass-per-charge (m/q)
spectrum of ions in Mercury’s exosphere during
its first flyby on 14 January 2008 (Fig. 1). These
measurements were performed by the Fast
Imaging Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS), the low-
energy portion of the Energetic Particle and Plas-
ma Spectrometer (EPPS) instrument (4) aboard
MESSENGER.

Here, we focus on the relative abundances of
ions in the m/q range between 4 and ~50 atomic
mass units (amu) per unit of charge (e). Ions
with a m/q <4 (H+ and He++) largely originate
from the solar wind; ions with a m/q >10 are
generally produced locally. Ions with a m/q of
23 to 24 (Na+ plus Mg+) are clearly the most
dominant heavy ions (Table 1). Neutral Na has
been observed remotely from Earth (3) and also
during the MESSENGER flyby (5).

Although Na+ dominates, several secondary
peaks (around m/q = 16 to 18, 32 to 36, 28, and
39 to 40) also stand out. We identified these
peaks, respectively, as predominantly O+ and
water-group ionized molecules; S+ and H2S

+;
and the surface-bound mineral components Si+,
K+, and Ca+. We cannot rule out additional con-
tributions to ions in the dominant peaks from
nearby elements and various molecular species
(some are listed in Table 1).

The abundances of Si and especially of Na
and S relative to O in the solar wind (6) are too
low and their ionization states too high to ac-
count for the abundances of these ions. Their
source is, therefore, either Mercury's surface or
its exosphere.

When inbound, MESSENGER passed through
the plasma sheet, the region between the two
lobes of the magnetotail. This region is a natural
magnetospheric reservoir for hot plasma with
energies up to at least several thousand electron
volts and densities of at least 1 cm−3 (7). Plasma-
sheet electrons are most likely to be the ioniza-
tion source for the creation of multiply charged
ions (such as O++) observed by FIPS from cor-
responding singly ionized atoms (such as O+).
MESSENGER does not directly measure thermal
and suprathermal electrons. However, our detec-
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Fig. 1. Counts from the
FIPS sensor per m/q bin
versus m/q of ions with
3.8 < m/q < 42 accumu-
lated in Mercury’s mag-
netosphere between 18:43
and 19:14 UTC during the
flyby on 14 January 2008.
Thin curves are Gaussian
fits to several major peaks
of the m/q histogram, and
the thick curve is the sum
of all Gaussian distribu-
tions. Multiply charged
ions are observed primar-
ily below m/q ≈ 12. FIPS
measures the energy per
charge (E/q) on an ion
from 0.1 to 13.5 keV/e, its arrival direction with an angular resolution of ~15°, and the m/q ratio
(derived from E/q and a time-of-flight measurement) determined to an accuracy s (m/q) = D(m/q)/(m/q)
that ranges from 0.04 to 0.08, depending on the mass of the ion. Because of limited counting
statistics, we followed a minimum-least-squares procedure to estimate the relative abundance of
an ion at a given allowed m/q using log-Gaussian distributions with s (m/q) calculated from
preflight calibrations.
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the bottom plot of Figure 12, which is not the case for light ions. This is due to a more pronounced angular
diffusion and energy straggling of heavy ions during crossing of the carbon foils. These long tails somewhat
weaken in ST central spectra (middle plot of Figure 12) since the particles collected here are those traveling
essentially in the direction normal to the carbon foils. In both ST central and ST total spectra of Figure 12, note
moreover the additional peaks obtained for C and O particles that are due to electron capture upon interac-
tion with the carbon foil, hence downstream beams that contain not only neutrals but also negative ions (C!

and O!). These negative ions are accelerated toward the ST detector by the linear electric field (see Figure 2),
giving spectra at somewhat smaller TOF values than those of neutral particles. Altogether, the combination of
N, O, Na, and K spectra in the bottom plot of Figure 12 can be used to effectively reconstruct the overall TOF
profile obtained experimentally in the bottom plot of Figure 9.

As reported in previous studies [e.g., Young et al., 2004; Gilbert et al., 2014], time-of-flight measurements to
derive the ion m/qmay come together with artificial counts or spurious signals, due to a variety of
secondary-electron emissions or UV contamination. The ghosts noticeable in Figure 9 are just an example
of such signals. As far as UV is concerned, special care was taken to prevent UV reflections within MSA energy
analyzer that can lead to noise inside the TOF chamber. The azimuthal partition walls at MSA entrance already
provide a good protection to reduce the UV flux penetrating into the instrument. In addition, MSA entrance
and ESA parameters (maximum height and length of partition walls, distance between inner and outer elec-
trodes, and opening angle) were optimized to ensure at least three reflections along a UV path inside the
energy analyzer. This together with copper sulfide blackening of the different parts of the ESA and of the
entrance section minimize UV pollution at entry of the TOF chamber. Also, as mentioned above, it should
be pointed out that a dedicated electrostatic optics was implemented in MSA TOF chamber to deflect sec-
ondary electrons emitted by the carbon foils toward the top MCP (see Figure 2). As compared to Cassini
CAPS-IMS, which MSA derives from and where secondary electrons were detected on the bottom MCP (see,
e.g., Figure 3 of Young et al. [2004]), this ensures cleaner detection of START signals. Note that these
secondary-electron deflectors may lead to artificial counts as well but in a well-identified TOF range (see tra-
jectories in green in Figure 10). More generally, note also that the use of double coincidences (i.e., both START
and STOP detectors are triggered for a measurement to be valid) in such TOF instruments effectively helps

Figure 12. Simulated TOF spectra obtained with an electrooptic model of MSA: (top) LEF, (middle) ST central, and (bottom)
ST external added to ST central (like in Figure 9). Different (color-coded) ion species (He+, C+, N+, O+, Na+, and K+) with
4 keV energy at MSA entrance are considered. The high voltage applied to the TOF chamber is 11 kV. Note the different
scales in ordinate in the top plots as compared to the bottom plot due to larger count rates on ST total.
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[Delcourt et	al.,	2016]

magneto
sphere

[Zurbuchen et	al.,	2008]

m/q	resolution	comparison

Injected	ion	:	Na+	with	10eV	on	ExB frame

MSA
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provide a good protection to reduce the UV flux penetrating into the instrument. In addition, MSA entrance
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FIPS-like

FIPS

- Arrival	:	Dec.	2025		
- mission	:	1	year	nominal	(+	1	year	extended	?)
- Instruments	for	ions	on	MIO	(MPPE	consortium)	:	
MIA,	MSA	(Ion	composition	information)
Energy	range	:	a	few	eV/q	to	~35	keV/q	(FIPS	:	100eV/q	– 13keV/q)
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Magnetosheath region Magnetosphere	region

Background	HV number	density 100	ions/cc 10	ions/cc

Flow	velocity	(MSO) - 300 km/s +	50	 km/s

Injected	planetary	ion	species	(m/q) HV (1),	H*V (2),	OV (16),	𝐍𝐚V (23),	KV (39)

Solar	wind	ions	on	ExB frame	(m/q) HV (1),	HeVV (2)

Initial	ion	energy

HV(1),	H*V(2)	:	0.047	eV	(540K)	in	Mercury	frame

OV (16),	𝐍𝐚V (23),	KV (39)	:	1	eV	in	Mercury	frame

HV (1),	HeVV (2)	:	10	eV	in	ExB frame

Injection	time 32.2	s,	80.5	s,	128.8	s

Magnetic	field	(B\) ±	48.7	nT +	48.7	nT

Realistic	Mercury	configurations	(2/2) 18



Highly	dynamic	physical	phenomena	around	Mercury

[DiBraccio et	al.,	2013]

(Ex.	1)	Frontside magnetic	reconnection
Earth :	No	reconnection	under	northward	IMF
Mercury :	Reconnection	under	wider	range	of	IMF	

orientations [Sundberg et	al.,	2012]

(Ex.	2)	Dipolarization in	the	magnetotail
Earth :	Time	scale	of	a	few	minutes
Mercury :	Time	scale	in	~ 10	s

[13] Also, MESSENGER’s X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS)
instrument, which can serve as a proxy for the presence of 1–
10 keV electrons [Slavin et al., 2008; Ho et al., 2011],
recorded a time-varying electron population during the same
time intervals. However, the presence of 1–10 keV electrons
is not restricted to the dipolarization events listed, since in the
nightside plasma sheet region near the geomagnetic equator
such an electron population is commonly observed over a
wide range of local times around Mercury [Schriver et al.,
2011], and because of the coarse time resolution of the
XRS detection signal it cannot be determined if there are
correlations of the electrons with each dipolarization front.
[14] An overview of one of the event periods, on 29 Sep-

tember, is shown in Figure 2. Clear consecutive dipolariza-
tion signatures, marked by dashed lines, are seen in the Bz
component of the magnetic field. Each event is characterized
by a sharp increase of up to 40–50 nT in the field strength
over a period of !1 s followed by a slower decrease (!10 s)
back toward the baseline value. For several of the events in
Figure 2, the magnetic field exhibits bursty features similar to
those observed during both the event seen by Mariner 10 and
terrestrial analogue events [e.g., Christon et al., 1987;Ohtani
et al., 2004; Sigsbee et al., 2005; Schmid et al., 2011; Runov
et al., 2011]. We focus here on events that have clear and
isolated signatures. Several additional events possibly asso-
ciated with dipolarizations are present during the plasma
sheet crossing, but because of a slower initial response and/or

lower magnitude of the increase, we cannot make a fully
reliable classification of these intervals. The temporal spac-
ing of the events in the clear dipolarization sequences varies
between 9 and 49 s; the recurrence rate is shortest near the
equatorial plane, suggesting a possible location bias in the
observation probability linked to a limited spatial extent in
the Z direction of the structures. The recurrence rate is gen-
erally in good agreement with that previously reported for
plasmoids and traveling compression regions [Slavin et al.,
2012].
[15] A closer view of four dipolarization events is shown

in Figure 3, presented in minimum variance coordinate
systems defined around the dipolarization front [e.g.,
Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998]. Two features stand out in the
data: there is a localized 10–15 nT feature in the direction of
intermediate variance just before the dipolarization that lasts
on the order of 1 s, and a local minimum in the absolute and/
or maximum variance component of the field. As both of
these features have been reported for terrestrial BBFs, this
observation supports our interpretation [e.g., Sergeev et al.,
1996b; Runov et al., 2009]. An overview of the dipolariza-
tion timescale, the recovery timescale, and the approximate
magnetic field change over the dipolarization front for all of
the events included in Table 1 is given in Figures 4 and 5,
and a superposed epoch plot of the maximum variance
component of all events is given in Figure 6. The dipolar-
izations are associated with a mean magnetic field increase
of 46 nT over a timescale of !1–2 s (comparable to !0.1–1

Figure 2. Overview of Magnetometer measurements during a plasma sheet crossing on 29 September
2011. The panels show, from top to bottom, the X, Y, and Z components of the magnetic field; the field
magnitude; and the elevation angle, tan"1 (Bz/Bx). The dashed lines mark a series of 10 dipolarization
events observed in the magnetic field over a period of 4 min. DOY stands for day of the year.
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[34] The normal component of the magnetic field at the
magnetopause, with a mean value of 20.1 nT, is in agreement
with the MESSENGER flyby results of Slavin et al. [2009]
and supports the high rates of reconnection and ~2 min time
scale computed for the convection of energy, plasma, and
magnetic flux in Mercury’s Dungey cycle. This time scale
was inferred from the cross-magnetosphere electric potential
drop calculated from BN and confirmed by the direct
observation of ~1- to 3-min-long intervals of tail loading and
unloading [Slavin et al., 2010].
[35] The dependence of the computed reconnection rate

on the magnetopause shear angle is displayed in Figure 10.
We have calculated the average reconnection rate over
intervals of 30! (red) to examine the variance of the individual
events from the overall average reconnection rate of 0.15. For
the crossings examined in this study, the magnetopause shear
angle ranges over 1!–170!, but as indicated by the binned
averages, there is minimal variation among the calculated
reconnection rates. In contrast with studies of Earth’s
magnetopause [Fuselier and Lewis, 2011], our results indicate
that the dimensionless reconnection rate at Mercury does not
increase with an increase in shear angle. Instead, BN/BMP
remains constrained between 0.1 and 0.3 for the majority of
the events with a mean of 0.15. Even the events with the
lowest shear angle (0!–30!) have an average reconnection rate
of ~0.1.
[36] Previous studies have explored other factors that

control the occurrence and intensity of reconnection at
Earth, including plasma b, solar wind Mach number, and
magnetopause shear angle [Sonnerup , 1974; Scurry and
Russell, 1991; Scurry et al., 1994; Trenchi et al., 2008].
Sonnerup [1974] described how reconnection is still
possible when field lines are not antiparallel but instead are
positioned at only a small angle θ with respect to each other.
For reconnection to occur at such low shear angles, the
magnetic fields on either side of the magnetopause must
have an equal field component parallel to the reconnection
X-line B|| known as the guide field. The perpendicular

components are then oriented in the same or opposite direction.
However, these conditions for low shear reconnection are
best met when the magnetic fields on either side of the current
sheet are similar in magnitude as, for example, occurs at the
interplanetary current sheet [Gosling et al., 2007; Phan
et al., 2010]. This effect at Mercury was illustrated in the
low-shear magnetopause reconnection example in Figure 4,
a case for which the field magnitudes on either side of the
magnetopause differed by less than 10%. We suggest that
the underlying reason for the strong magnetic fields in
Mercury’s magnetosheath is the low Alfvénic Mach number,
MA ~ 3–4, in the inner solar system [Slavin and Holzer,
1979]. Under these conditions, the electromagnetic terms in
the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations are more
important than for high-MA conditions. For example, as the
IMF encounters the magnetopause, there is a tendency for b
to decrease as the plasma is lost to flow along the draped flux
tubes, which leads to the formation of a plasma depletion
layer (PDL) [e.g., Anderson and Fuselier, 1993]. As first
described by Zwan and Wolf [1976], the PDL is greatly
enhanced for low solar wind Alfvén Mach number such as
is found at Mercury, a result supported by global hybrid
and MHD simulations [Trávní!cek et al., 2010; Benna et al.,
2010].
[37] A statistical survey of the terrestrial magnetopause by

Scurry et al. [1994] showed that a low-b environment is
required for low-shear reconnection. It has also been
established that the frequency of reconnection is higher for
both low-b and low-MA conditions [Trenchi et al., 2008], a
result attributed to the fact that reconnection is possible over
a wider range of shear angles under these conditions. To
understand why b in the magnetosheath affects the range
of shear angles at which magnetopause reconnection may
occur, Swisdak et al. [2003] used particle-in-cell simulations
to study asymmetric reconnection in collisionless plasmas.
Their results showed that a diamagnetic drift, produced
when a pressure gradient is present across the current sheet,
prompts advection of the reconnection X-line and may
inhibit reconnection when the drift velocity is super-Alfvénic
(V*>VA). Swisdak et al. [2003] found that reconnection is
more likely to be suppressed for cases of high MA, and they
established a condition on b-dependent diamagnetic effects,

b >
Bjj

BMP

2L
di

(7)

where L represents the pressure scale length and di is the ion
inertial length. This relation implies that magnetic reconnection
is prevented at high values of b, even when a substantial guide
field is present. However, in the low-b case at Mercury, we can
expect a high occurrence of reconnection for a wide range of
shear angles.
[38] The condition in equation (7) was reformulated to

relate the restriction of reconnection to the magnetic shear
angle:

Δb >
2L
di

tan
!
θ
2

"
(8)

where Δb is the change in plasma b across the current layer
[Swisdak et al., 2010]. As part of a study of magnetopause
reconnection at Saturn, Masters et al. [2012] measured the
magnetized plasma conditions to explore whether the
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Figure 10. Magnetopause shear angle θ compared with the
rate of reconnection for the magnetopause crossings meeting
the criteria of this study. The average reconnection rate was
calculated in 30! bins, as indicated by the red rectangles.
Little correlation between the two quantities is evident,
indicating that reconnection occurs at Mercury for a large
range of shear angles.
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Possible	mechanism	(duskside +	northward	IMF)

Numerical	results	(Chap.	4	&	5)
- Energization	:	Weak
- Transport	:	Stagnation

Results	of	data	analysis	(Chap.	6)
- Na+ PSD	behavior	:	Deceleration	(>	2	keV)
- Na+ counts	:	Large	in	KH	and	MSP	region	(<	2	keV)

High	energy	ions	
incoming	from	the	tail

High	energy	ions	
incoming	from	the	tail	

→ Decelerated

Energization
• Large	Na+ population	incoming	from	the	tail

→ They	are	decelerated

• Picked	up	ions	are	not	dominant
→	Energized	ions	but	no	PSD	changes

Transport
• Stagnation	because	of	the	convection	E-field

• Large	Na+	population	may	lead	to	efficient	
development	of	KH	instability

Relationship	?

noon noon
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MESSENGER:	MAG,	FIPS	observations	(3/3)

Questions	:
- Are	there	any	differences	in	the	Phase	Space	Density	(PSD)	measurements	between	KH	and	
non-KH	events?	(energization)
- Do	we	have	similar	signature	of	stagnation	as	our	previous	numerical	results	show?	(transport)	

Data	selection
■KH	events	
1. clear	signature	of	KH	waves
2. enough	FIPS	counts
3. FIPS	clock	angle	(180	– 270°)

ü Previously	reported	KH	events	
[e.g.,	Sundberg et	al.	2012,	Gershman et	al.,	2015]

ü Nightside magnetopause	crossing	event	(19	– 21LT)

■Non-KH	events
Adjacent	orbits	of	KH	events X(RM)

3 -3

Y(
R M

)

-3

3

All	magnetopause	crossing	orbit	in	2012

16	KH	events
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MESSENGER:	MAG,	FIPS	observations
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